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A GENERAL TOPOLOGY APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF DIFFERENTIABILI-
TY OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS IN BANACH SPACES X ) 
by P.Kenderov (Sofia) 
(An abstract from a report presented at the 6~th Winter 
School on Abstrct Analysis, Czechoslovakia 1978 ) 
Let E be a Banach space and f : E > R be a real 
valued convex and continuous function whose domain D(f) = 
= (x € E s f(xK+°°J has interior points: intD(f)?-0. 
f is said to be Gateaux differentiable at some point x in 
intD(f) if there exists xx in Ex(:= the space of all li-
near continuous functionals in E ) such that 
limt_> Q(f (xQ-f th) - f(xQ))/t = k
x(h) for every h in E. 
f is said to be Frechet differentiable at x if the above 
o 
limit is uniform with respect to all h , i\h\\^ 1 . It is 
known that both Gateaux and Frechet differentiability of f 
at x can be easily expressed by means of the so called 
subgradient o of f (the latter is a multivalued mapping 
C : E *•» E x assigning to each x from E the set o (x )-
= -[ x x € E : ^x - xQ, x
x > ^ f(x) - f (xQ) for every x in Ej) . 
PROPOSITION, i) f is Gateaux differentiable at x Q iff the 
set d (x ) is a singleton (i.e. consists of only one ele-
ment) . -. 
ii) f is Frechet differentiable at x Q iff o(xQ) is a 
singleton and for every £ > 0 there exists o > 0 such 
that llx - x U < ^ implies C*(x)oB( ^(xQ) , & ) .Here 
B( . ,£ ) denotes the ball with center at "."and of radius 8 « 
*' A part of this work was done while the author was at the 
University of Frankfurt am Main as a research fellow of the 
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation« 
se 
Therefore, if we want to prove that a given convex 
function f : E ->»R is Gateaux differentiate at the 
points of some dense G* subset of E , it is enough to 
prove somehow that the multivalued mapping o : E > Ex is 
single-valued at the points of such a subset of E . In or-
der to have Frechet differentiability on dense G * subset 
of E , it is enough to prove,in addition to the Gateaux 
case, that 0 : E =»E* satisfies the condition in ii)for 
every point from some dense G O subset of E . 
Now we would like to outline how a general topology 
phenomenon (concerning multivalued mappings ) could be app-
lied to the present situation so as to prove some known re-
sults about differentiability "almost everywhere" of convex 
functions defined in Banach spaces.Recall first that the 
multivalued mapping F : X > Y from the topological 
space X into the topological space Y is said to be upper 
semicontinuous (lower semicontinuous ) at x_ € X if for 
o 
every open U C Y , U O F (xQ) (U 0 F (xQ) t 0 ) there ex-
sits an open V in X , V 3 x , such that from x 6 V it 
follows that F(x)<C U ( F(x) 0 U ?- 0 )** . One aspect of the 
general topology phenomenon we have in mind,is expressed by 
the following theorem of Kuratowskif £41 #P-79) - Fort £2 J : 
If F : X -—*> Y is an use (lsc) multivalued mapping 
with compact images,acting from the topological space X in-
to the metrizable space Y ,then F has to be lsc (use) 
at the points of some dense G^ subset of X . 
THEOREM (MoreauCs3 ). If f : E ^ R is a continuous con-
We will write for brevity "use* (fcsc) instead of Hipper semi-
continuousw ft.ower semicontinuous*1). 
Sf 
vex function, then O :E v E* is use with respect to the 
norm topology in E and weak* topology in E* (i.e.*()*.(E,|l. H H 
=> (E*, wx) is use ) at every point of intD(f). Moreover, 
for every X Q in intD(f) there exists an open V ^ x such 
that 3 (V) = \Jr v% 0(X) is a bounded subset of E*. 
This theorem combined with the above mentioned theorem 
of Kuratowski-Fort implies the following corollary: 
COROLLARY. If E is a separable Banach space and f:E y R 
is continuous convex function, then O :(E,ll.fl) > (E*,wx) 
is lsc at the points of some dense G f subset of intD(f). 
The last (but decisive ) step now is contained in the next 
PROPOSITION (Renderov £3] , Robert jj]) • If "& s (E, |. (t ) — * 
ME x,w* ) is lsc at the point xQ e X , then C> (xQ) is 
a singleton (and therefore f:E -—=> R is Gateaux differen-
tiable at xQ ). 
As a corollary we get the classical result of Mazur(,5J 
that every continuous convex function defined in the separa-
ble Banach space E must be Gateaux differentiable at the 
points of some dense G £ subset of E . 
Since all the argument above depends in fact only on 
the monotonicity properties of O :E > E x , we can apply 
(in exactly the same way ) the same general topology approach 
in order to prove the result of Zarantonello 00*3 that every 
multivalued monotone operator T : E — > E* acting lr.jthe 
separable Banach space E must be single-valued at the points 
of some dense G* subset of intD(T), where D(T)=*£x 6 E : 
T(x) ^ 0 J . Taking as a start point another expression of 
the same general topology fenomenon and applying it (in a 
st 
similar way ) to more generl situations, we can get some new 
results as well as new proofs of some known results concer-
ning differentiability "almost everywhere" of convex func-
tions (Asplund^lJ ), concerning single-valuedness "almost 
everywhere" of multivalued monotone operators and concerning 
uniqueness "almost everywhere" of the best approximations 
in Banach spaces (Stechkin[9j ). 
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